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This sample has been compiled by the QCAA to assist and support teachers to match evidence in student responses to the characteristics 
described in the instrument-specific marking guide (ISMG).

Assessment objectives
This assessment instrument is used to determine student achievement in the following objectives:

1. demonstrate an understanding of the elements of drama in the chosen form/style

5. interpret purpose and context within the chosen text to communicate dramatic meaning

6. manipulate the elements of drama and conventions of a selected Theatre of Social Comment style to create dramatic action and
meaning. 

Note: Objectives 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8 are not assessed in this instrument.



Instrument-specific marking guide (ISMG)

Criterion: Demonstrating understanding of the elements of drama

Assessment objective
1. demonstrate an understanding of the elements of drama in the chosen form/style

The student work has the following characteristics: Marks
 demonstration of an understanding of the connections between relevant and identified elements of drama for the chosen form/style 3

 demonstration of an understanding of the elements of drama in the chosen form/style 2

 interaction with other role/s in the performance 1

 does not satisfy any of the descriptors above. 0



The student work has the following characteristics: Marks
 interpretation is enhanced by a synthesis of dramatic languages within the chosen text that reveal subtleties of meaning 7–8

 interpretation shows exploitation of time, place and symbol to communicate a clear purpose and engage an audience 5–6

 interpretation of purpose and context within the chosen text to communicate dramatic meaning 4

 interpretation shows an understanding of situation, role and relationship in chosen text 2–3

 text is recited 1

 does not satisfy any of the descriptors above. 0

Criterion: Interpreting purpose and context

Assessment objective
5. interpret purpose and context within the chosen text to communicate dramatic meaning



The student work has the following characteristics: Marks
 manipulation shows a sustained integration of the use of conventions, the skills of acting and the elements of drama to create 

engaging dramatic action 8–9

 manipulation creates belief, energy and focus through the use of space, reacting to cues, rhythms of performance and ensemble (as 
appropriate) 7

 manipulation of conventions of a selected Theatre of Social Comment style through voice and movement is controlled, purposeful and 
focuses dramatic action and meaning 6

 manipulation shows clear connections between purpose and context through conventions of a selected Theatre of Social Comment 
style 5

 manipulation of the elements of drama and conventions of a selected Theatre of Social Comment style to create dramatic action and 
meaning 4

 manipulation demonstrates the use of dramatic conventions to create action 3

 use of vocal and movement qualities to communicate role and language to an audience 2

 use of voice or movement to deliver text 1

 does not satisfy any of the descriptors above. 0

Criterion: Manipulating dramatic conventions

Assessment objective
6. manipulate the elements of drama and conventions of a selected Theatre of Social Comment style to create dramatic action and 

meaning 



Task

Work as actor to collaboratively create a polished performance of an 
excerpt of Hoods (Angela Betzien) that makes social comment for a chosen 
audience of peers.

You will be assessed individually.



Sample response — Jessie









Criterion Marks allocated Result

Demonstrating understanding of the elements of drama
Assessment objective 1

3 3

Interpreting purpose and context
Assessment objective 5

8 4

Manipulating dramatic conventions
Assessment objective 6

9 7

Total 20 14

The annotations show the match to the instrument-specific marking guide (ISMG) performance-level descriptors.

Sample response



Click the image for video. 
This video can also be viewed at www.qcaa.qld.edu.au/downloads/portal/media/snr_drama_19_ia1_asr.mp4

Demonstrating understanding of the 
elements of drama [3] 

demonstration of an understanding of the 
connections between relevant and 
identified elements of drama for the 
chosen form/style

Choices throughout performance show 
connections between time, place, space, 
symbol, situation, role and relationship.

Interpreting purpose and context [4] 
interpretation of purpose and context within the 
chosen text to communicate dramatic meaning

Clear purpose and context but time, place and symbol 
are not exploited, e.g. in the response to the different 
characters of brother and social worker and also in 
the use of wand for the hood characterisation.

Manipulating dramatic conventions [7] 
manipulation creates belief, energy and focus through the use 
of space, reacting to cues, rhythms of performance and 
ensemble (as appropriate)
Good focus and physicality though vocal control and articulation is 
lacking in moments throughout the performance. The use of the 
staging contributed to meaning but is not fully integrated to 
maintain clear dramatic action and meaning for the conventions of 
chosen style e.g. use of the rostra and space to create meaning 
and engagement in final moments of the scene.
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